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MESSAGE FROM SECRETARY 
 
I am happy to take over the charge as Secretary. I am aware of the
responsibility that this casts upon me. I am taking 
this responsibility with the resolve to complete the unfinished 
agenda and take new initiatives for the benefit of the
At present men are much captious with their own interest. So they 
are unwilling to do anything without their personal interest. But 
NGO comes forward in order to upliftment of the rural people who 
live at present with their own interest. They are reluctant to dwell 
bellow poverty line. In this respect the need of the voluntary 
organization can hardly be denied as a social being society seeks 
some sort of self-less tasks from individual so that society can be 
developed. The ardent youths of the organization 
the village rural people including women & children are hereby seeking all out co
operation from the local as well as far and wide people and organization to fulfill their 
missionary task. 
 
MAHESHPUR WELFARE SOCIETY 
economic, health hygienic and educational change
advantaged weaker sections of the communities are leading most miserable 
are very much essential to improve
grateful to the Panchayat functionary, Block official, District administration and State 
authority for their best co-operation.
 
Thanks to our members staff volunteers for their heartiest cooperation f
achievement of the activities in the year 201
experience in NGO activities for the benefit of poverty stricken beneficiaries under our 
area of operation. All this work would not have been possible without the support of 
our different donors, in particular, the support from the NABARD, DIC, WBCSWB, 
WBSCTE, Nodal Ministry of SHG & SE, NYK, Department of Sports and Youth, WBWDU 
and Department of Science & Tech
expresses its most sincere thanks to all those who supported its mission. Milestones for 
2018-19 will include the strengthening of the follow
of the project on the individual complaints procedure.
 
Lastly I convey my heartiest thanks and regards to the members, communities youth, 
staff, local government authority and also to all our associated with us in our noble 
dead. 
 
 
 
Hasina Khatun  
Secretary 
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Background of MWS 
 
Experience of the organization….. 
Maheshpur Welfare Society (MWS) since its 
inception has been working for the 
development of backward Muslim Minority, 
SC & ST, poor needy people in 30 backward 
villages in Bamongola, Habibpur & Tapon 
Block in Malda & D. Dinajpur District of West 
Bengal. MWS has been directly addressing the 

issues of poverty, ignorance, illiteracy, poor health and sanitation, women 
discrimination, food and income insecurity, natural disasters, etc. Women's 
empowerment, micro finance, Health and hygiene, Education, environment had been 
the focus of interventions. Activities taken up were community organization and its 
strengthening, formation of SHGs/JLGs and their awareness, capacity and skill building, 
food and income security programs, alliance building and networking for addressing 
the issues jointly, advocacy and lobbying for their livelihood and basic rights and 
providing basic services in the field of education, health, sanitation, etc. 
 
Target communities:- Target communities belong to poor SC, ST, and Muslim Minority 
Communities with special emphasis on women. Poverty, ignorance and high rates of 
illiteracy have resulted in total ignorance of the rights and entitlements and have 
resulted in discrimination and exploitation of the target community. 
 
Vision :- To improve the standards of life of disadvantaged/weaker sector for their all-
round development. Social, economical, community health and psychological by way of 
moral support. 
 
Mission :- The direct interventions at prioritized sectors, training and skill up-gradation, 
awareness generation and motivating people through behavior change communication, 
convergence and networking with the existing service providers in the village, towns, 
districts, states and national perspectives. 
 
Objectives :-  
 To help the women to stand their own feet though introduction of income generating   
    activities  
To spread light of education among the children belong to destitute families. 
 To impart vocational training for the unemployed youths and SHG women’s 
 To prevent, detect, address and resolve health problems, increase educational  
    achievement and enhance the quality of life of school-aged children and youth. 
 To develop positive attitude towards sexuality and those living with HIV/AIDS. 
 Integrated development for the persons which disabilities. 
 To provide legal Aids service for the women being tortured in the society. 
 To assist the poor students to continue their education. 
 To proper sanitation for healthy environment. 
 Advocacy programme on social issues. 
 To help the women to participate various game & sports for betterment of their  
    health 
 To make sweet environment by plantation and using of bio-fertilizer.  
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D. Dhar 
Project Manager cum 
Principal Coordinator 

 
 
 

PRELUDE 
 

 MWS is mandated by people of the project area to develop human   
    resources which will foster people’s participation and corporate  
    responsibility in respect of countries development. 
 
 MWS working since 2001-02 and guided by the felt need of the targeted  
    people and so establish voice of the deprived section of the community  
    for securing livelihood. 
 
 MWS aims through it’s deferent programmes to promote the equal rights  
    of women and children and to support their participation in the socio- 
   economical development of their communities. 

 
1.  MWS works with the people of the project area towards attainment of the  
2.     sustainable human development goals and the realization of the vision of  
3.     peace and social progress. 

 
4. In spite of the above, it has been felt that we have to work long way imprint 

our presence in the way of human development and to attain peace, 
achievement documented in the next pages illustrate our efforts how far we 
are able to reach or how far away from our targeted goal. However, in the 
way of carrying torch towards development many individuals and 
organizations helped us for which we adore all the soliciting same kind of 
co-operation in future.    
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OUR COVERAGE 
 
 

  
 
 

Note:- You may please send your donation to   
           our Bankers 
 
A) Axis Bank, Malda Branch  
    (a/c no.- 38901010022543)  
 

B) State Bank of India, Jamtala Branch  
   (a/c no.-11823024753)  
 

C) Allahabad Bank, Maheshpur Colony Branch    
    (a/c no.- 22377248474)  
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

District Blocks 
 

   
 

Malda 

Bamangola 
 

Habibpur 
 

Gazole 
 

 
 

D.Dinajpur 

Tapon 
 

Gangarampur 
 

Bangshihari 
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Future Steps 
 

On the basis of quarterly review of the programme, at the management 
level, programme staff level and at the guardian’s level, the society has 
decided to undertake following line of action in the coming year. 
 
1) Setting up of nursery school for the minorities communities with free of 
cost. 
2) The Society has drafted plan to run ambulance service in collaboration 
with  Department of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of WB to meet 
emerging need of the people in rural areas. 
3) Setting up a permanent Common Facility Centre (CFC) for imparting 
training on most demandable trades of self-employment. 
4) Setting up of Gymnasium Centre for unhealthy people. 
5) Cluster Development Programme for Handicraft Artisans 
6) Health development programme 
7) Sensitization/Workshop programme on human rights/muslim women 
rights and early marriage, anti-trafficking, social superstition issues etc. 

 

Thanks to……….. 
 

 West Bengal Central Social Welfare Advisory Board 
 National Bank for Agriculture & Rural Development 
 Department of Sports & Youths, Govt. of West Bengal 
 School of Fundamental Research 
 West Bengal State Council of Technical Education 
 Department of Consumer Affairs, Malda 
 District Industrial Centre, Malda 
 Block Development Office 
 Nehru Yuba Kendra, Malda 
 Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of W/B 
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PROGRESS IN 2018-19: HIGHLIGHTS OF KEY PROGRAMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Awareness Progressive Programme 
 
 Block level Consumer rights    
    awareness 
 
 HIV/AIDS and Health Programme 
 
 Cultural Programme on Indian   
    Manishi & Historical Celebrities 
 
 Child Marriage & Anti Trafficking  
    Programme 
 
 
 

Action Progressive Programme 
 
 Creche Programme 
 
 Construction of   
    Vermicompost Pit 
 
 Promotion of Game & Sports 
 
 Multi gym 
 
 NEAC 
 
 Water & Sanitation Survey 
 

Training Progressive Programme  
 
 REDP Training on Handmade 
Paperbag Making and Beautician 
Trade 
 
 STVT on Garments Design & Dress 
Making 
 
 Vocational Training on Handmade 
Paperbag Making 
 
 

Other Social Progressive 
Programme 
 
 Pulse Polio Immunization 
programme 
 
 Observation of Notable Days 
 
 Independence Day 
 
 Annual sports: 
 



 

AWARENESS PROGRESSIV

Block level Consumer rights 
People in our  project areas and adjoining areas and almost vindicated and due 
to this ignorance they are unaware about consumer rights which are ensure by 
laws. All the people knows that they were everyone a consumer in daily life but 
lack to proper information they are lose calculatority income from day by day. 
 
In this respect Maheshpur Welfare Society has come forward to make awareness 
to the people about their consumer right through tabloid in each gram 
panchayat of Habibpur and Gazole 
active/financial support from department of consumer affairs, Malda
the tabloid awareness programme the local panchayat members were positively 
involved in said issue and people also well known about their basic 
Besides, organization developed a master plan to create CIC(consumer 
information centre) at pakuahat for providing legal information about consumer 
rights to the general people   
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proper information they are lose calculatority income from day by day.  

In this respect Maheshpur Welfare Society has come forward to make awareness 
to the people about their consumer right through tabloid in each gram 

block under Malda district with the 
active/financial support from department of consumer affairs, Malda. During 
the tabloid awareness programme the local panchayat members were positively 
involved in said issue and people also well known about their basic rights. 
Besides, organization developed a master plan to create CIC(consumer 
information centre) at pakuahat for providing legal information about consumer 



 

HIV/AIDS and Health Programme
There are a host of social, 
spread of HIV infection in Malda and increase the vulnerability of the district to 
the epidemic. According to
population lives below poverty line. 
endowments of human and financial resources 
levels of literacy and few marketable skills, generally poor health status and low 
labour productivity as a result. A crucial aspect of the health status of the poo
is the high prevalence of undiagnosed and untreated sexually transmitted 
infections- STIs or Sexually Transmitted Diseases
in HIV transmission. our organization think about information related HIV/AIDS. 
It is worth mentioned that, as per poverty situation in our project area the sen 
percent villagers are trafficked for earning money from this state to other state. 
As a result of that, the said people are brought distance from their housewife or 
family for long long time, cau
HIV positive victims in day by day and they were also infected by HIV. 
 
Malda shares international borders with Bangladesh. A range of socio
factors in the region along with weak regulatory meas
burgeoning human trafficking 
children. Malda district is both a destination and a conduit for trafficking in 
humans, many of whom face 
human trafficking bound for western India and beyond Indian shores to West 
Asia. Trafficking and sexual exploitation constitute a potent combination that 
facilitates the spread of HIV in the state. A related issue is that o
inequity, which not only facilitates the spread of HIV but also gets reinforced for 
those infected or affected by HIV. Gender inequity is often the cause behind 
individuals' inability to negotiate safer sex. This is particularly true for women, 
males who have sex with males (MSM) and male
Malda district also witnesses large
state. Hostile and lonely environments, separation from families, lack of access 
to information, health services and social support systems can lead to social and 
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HIV/AIDS and Health Programme:- 
There are a host of social, cultural and economic factors that influence the 
spread of HIV infection in Malda and increase the vulnerability of the district to 
the epidemic. According to government estimates for 1999-2000, Malda’s 
population lives below poverty line. Poverty is associated with weak 
endowments of human and financial resources – education with associated low 
levels of literacy and few marketable skills, generally poor health status and low 
labour productivity as a result. A crucial aspect of the health status of the poo
is the high prevalence of undiagnosed and untreated sexually transmitted 

STIs or Sexually Transmitted Diseases- STDs, a significant co
our organization think about information related HIV/AIDS. 
d that, as per poverty situation in our project area the sen 

percent villagers are trafficked for earning money from this state to other state. 
As a result of that, the said people are brought distance from their housewife or 
family for long long time, causing of this they were got sexual relationship with 
HIV positive victims in day by day and they were also infected by HIV. 

Malda shares international borders with Bangladesh. A range of socio
factors in the region along with weak regulatory measures have lead to 

human trafficking across this border, particularly in women and 
children. Malda district is both a destination and a conduit for trafficking in 
humans, many of whom face sexual exploitation. The district is also a source of 
human trafficking bound for western India and beyond Indian shores to West 
Asia. Trafficking and sexual exploitation constitute a potent combination that 
facilitates the spread of HIV in the state. A related issue is that o

which not only facilitates the spread of HIV but also gets reinforced for 
those infected or affected by HIV. Gender inequity is often the cause behind 
individuals' inability to negotiate safer sex. This is particularly true for women, 

les who have sex with males (MSM) and male-to-female transgender people. 
Malda district also witnesses large-scale migration, both into and out of the 
state. Hostile and lonely environments, separation from families, lack of access 

ervices and social support systems can lead to social and 
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sexual practices that make migrants more susceptible to HIV exposure. This also 
translates into an increased vulnerability for married women. Most married 
women have only their husbands as sexual partners, but lack of the awareness 
and power to negotiate safer sex with them. So Maheshpur Welfare Society has 
been organized 10 nos. HIV/AIDS awareness/counseling programme with active 
support from our voluntary workers around the Malda District. According to 
said theme the organization managed lots of women multi sex, condom effect 
and how to prevent AIDS deceases from our society. It is worth mentioned that, 
some audio-visual shows and drama have been played during these awareness. 
Our key discuss during programme are….. 

 prevention of HIV 
 management and mitigation of the impact of AIDS on the world of work 
 care and support of workers infected and affected by HIV/AIDS 
 elimination of stigma and discrimination on the basis of real or perceived 

HIV status 
We are also added that, People in our working area are far backward from health 
point of view. People in general and women is particular are avoid of any basic 
knowledge of health and child rearing. So many children and women have 
chronically suffering from various diseases which could prevent easily. The 
overall poverty situation is so grim and widespread that the poor people can not 
afford any costly treatment. Considering the situation we have taken an 
initiative to provide free treatment through organizing a no. of five nos. mobile 
charitable campaign with help and active support from some Doctors with 
philanthropic soul. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Cultural Programme on Indian Manishi & Historical 
Our project activities in brief is to promote and establish glorious Indian 
Cultural Civilization heritage in celebration of memorable birth day 
anniversaries of world famous great men Swamy Vivekananda, Motilal Nehru, 
Madan Mohan Malaviya born in nineteenth Century as 3 assets of the Country 
India a prophet, ascetic, social religious, political reformer movie whole world 
through their great contribution to the countrymen.  Different & Cultural 
programmes has been conducted
to the backward community people on Culture and education, spiritual value, 
yoga practices, meditation for concentration of mind and progress of mind 
towards formation of holistic mentality and to have peaceful co
national Integration and communal harmony as to avoid terrorism environment, 
Moreover Padayatra, Competition event on Sit & Draw and Debates, Posters 
Exhibition cum Mela, Cultural Functions to be shown at different suitable places 
within the Block area.  The r
cultural status high lighting in celebration of birth day anniversaries of 3 assets 
of the country India (i) Swamy Vivekananda, (ii) Motilal Nehru, (iii) Madan Mohan 
Malaviya born in nineteenth Century thro
programme activities by undertaking Seminars for growing knowledges and 
awareness among the backward villagers who are about to run after modernized 
mechanized livelihood civilization engaged in getting wordly materials.  
that point of view contribution of art & culture is necessary to change human 
mentality from extreme monotony which draws enormous recreation by the 
influence of many programmes e.g. Conduct of Seminars which will give 
circulation of knowledge’s of cu
practices meditations for concentration of m
personality development etc. conduct of cultural competition event on sit & 
draw and debates etc. posters exhibition cum Mela, Padayatra for pub
notification, Administrative Control etc. 
Societies area under Bamongola
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Cultural Programme on Indian Manishi & Historical Celebrities:- 
in brief is to promote and establish glorious Indian 

Cultural Civilization heritage in celebration of memorable birth day 
anniversaries of world famous great men Swamy Vivekananda, Motilal Nehru, 

rn in nineteenth Century as 3 assets of the Country 
India a prophet, ascetic, social religious, political reformer movie whole world 
through their great contribution to the countrymen.  Different & Cultural 

has been conducted by organizing seminars for awareness building 
to the backward community people on Culture and education, spiritual value, 
yoga practices, meditation for concentration of mind and progress of mind 
towards formation of holistic mentality and to have peaceful co

onal Integration and communal harmony as to avoid terrorism environment, 
Moreover Padayatra, Competition event on Sit & Draw and Debates, Posters 
Exhibition cum Mela, Cultural Functions to be shown at different suitable places 
within the Block area.  The related activities in details is to maintain art & 
cultural status high lighting in celebration of birth day anniversaries of 3 assets 
of the country India (i) Swamy Vivekananda, (ii) Motilal Nehru, (iii) Madan Mohan 
Malaviya born in nineteenth Century through conducting different cultural 
programme activities by undertaking Seminars for growing knowledges and 
awareness among the backward villagers who are about to run after modernized 
mechanized livelihood civilization engaged in getting wordly materials.  
that point of view contribution of art & culture is necessary to change human 
mentality from extreme monotony which draws enormous recreation by the 
influence of many programmes e.g. Conduct of Seminars which will give 
circulation of knowledge’s of culture and education spiritual value, yoga 
practices meditations for concentration of mind, youth leadership and 
personality development etc. conduct of cultural competition event on sit & 
draw and debates etc. posters exhibition cum Mela, Padayatra for pub
notification, Administrative Control etc. has been located at Maheshpur 

Bamongola Block, District Malda of West Bengal, India.
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Child Marriage & Anti Trafficking Programme
A survey conducted across several blocks in 
rising awareness against dowry is fuelling the incidence of child marriage and 
trafficking. The survey was conducted by
found that the traffickers approach the villagers in the guise o
any dowry demand and lure them into marrying off even minor girls,” said
Hasina Khatun, Secretary, MWS. “The girls are then sold
like Bihar, Mumbai, Delhi or other places across the India,” she added “The 
problem is compounded by the fact that Malda District lies on the vulnerable
national trafficking route, Malda itself becoming a significant source and 
destination for traffickers,” 
 
“The elderly women in the villages acknowledge that child marriages were not 
so prevalent earlier.” She said that once married, even minor girls were treated 
as women and they did not enjoy child rights any more.
report (sourced from the 2011 Census and the National Family Health Survey) 
shows a high incidence of child marriage 
to the national average of 32.10 per cent. “Though the Social Welfare 
Department has been organizing awareness campaigns at the block and 
anganwadi levels, it is hard to eradicate the problem,” she al
Government’s focus is on economic empowerment of women through vocational 
training, and providing financial incentives to prevent girls from dropping out 
of high school, Hasina Khatun felt that police action was needed to reign in 
traffickers. “There are, after all, hardly any trafficking cases that are registered 
with the police,” 
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Child Marriage & Anti Trafficking Programme:- 
A survey conducted across several blocks in Malda District has indicated that a 

awareness against dowry is fuelling the incidence of child marriage and 
The survey was conducted by Maheshpur Welfare Society (MWS) “We 

found that the traffickers approach the villagers in the guise of grooms without 
any dowry demand and lure them into marrying off even minor girls,” said
Hasina Khatun, Secretary, MWS. “The girls are then sold and sent to other places 
like Bihar, Mumbai, Delhi or other places across the India,” she added “The 

s compounded by the fact that Malda District lies on the vulnerable
national trafficking route, Malda itself becoming a significant source and 

“The elderly women in the villages acknowledge that child marriages were not 
prevalent earlier.” She said that once married, even minor girls were treated 

as women and they did not enjoy child rights any more. The data quoted in the 
report (sourced from the 2011 Census and the National Family Health Survey) 

f child marriage in the State — 39.16 per cent compared 
to the national average of 32.10 per cent. “Though the Social Welfare 
Department has been organizing awareness campaigns at the block and 
anganwadi levels, it is hard to eradicate the problem,” she also said. While the 
Government’s focus is on economic empowerment of women through vocational 
training, and providing financial incentives to prevent girls from dropping out 
of high school, Hasina Khatun felt that police action was needed to reign in 

ckers. “There are, after all, hardly any trafficking cases that are registered 
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to the national average of 32.10 per cent. “Though the Social Welfare 
Department has been organizing awareness campaigns at the block and 

so said. While the 
Government’s focus is on economic empowerment of women through vocational 
training, and providing financial incentives to prevent girls from dropping out 
of high school, Hasina Khatun felt that police action was needed to reign in 

ckers. “There are, after all, hardly any trafficking cases that are registered 



 

ACTION PROGRESSIVE P

Creche Programme:- 
In each and every Country development of the children is given prime 
importance. For all round development of the children both the State and 
Central Govt. have taken various
changed the desired level. As far as the Malda
children are lagging far behind to access free ed
care support. As a result of that, paradigm shift in approaches has been 
occurred. Various non-Govt. organizations have been to coming forward to bring 
out all round development of the children. In the district of Malda mos
women of backward classes and vulnerable section are engaged in wage earning 
jobs who are hardly able to give time for proper nourishment of their children 
as well as for proper growth and development of their children. There are to 
depend either on the neigh hoods or on the
Maheshpur Welfare Society which comes forward to take
for their health, education, nutrition care and development.
Maheshpur Welfare Society has
in the following direction.  
Creche Centre :-Being mono-cropped in agro
project areas daily wage earners are migrated to other states for
leaving their offspring between
offspring become helpless and naturally the
mounted day by day. Considering this painful condition our
through the Central Social Welfare Board Govt. of India has initiated
inception the Creche school for the helpless
primary education. In this respect, two Creche Centre
Maheshpur Welfare Society in its project zones and 50 nos. children
privileged families are imparted
Prior to holding camp social workers visited three villages and organized focus 
group discussion which helped immensely to generate interest to attend the 
camp. In essay competition 
mothers are employed to look after these children.

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws

ACTION PROGRESSIVE PROGRAMME 

In each and every Country development of the children is given prime 
development of the children both the State and 

Central Govt. have taken various attempts but the rural scenario has not been 
changed the desired level. As far as the Malda district is concerned, most of the 
children are lagging far behind to access free education, nutrition care & health 
care support. As a result of that, paradigm shift in approaches has been 

Govt. organizations have been to coming forward to bring 
round development of the children. In the district of Malda mos

women of backward classes and vulnerable section are engaged in wage earning 
jobs who are hardly able to give time for proper nourishment of their children 
as well as for proper growth and development of their children. There are to 

on the neigh hoods or on the relatives for the same. It is the NGO 
Welfare Society which comes forward to take care of these children 

education, nutrition care and development.
Maheshpur Welfare Society has taken the name of Creche programme

cropped in agro-sector and tribal dominated in our 
earners are migrated to other states for 

leaving their offspring between age group of 0-5 years at home and these
offspring become helpless and naturally the numbers of school drop

by day. Considering this painful condition our
Welfare Board Govt. of India has initiated

inception the Creche school for the helpless children to provide nutrition’s and 
education. In this respect, two Creche Centre have been conducting by 

Society in its project zones and 50 nos. children
privileged families are imparted primary education in those Creche Centre.
Prior to holding camp social workers visited three villages and organized focus 

discussion which helped immensely to generate interest to attend the 
 was organized in 20 nos. Besides 4 nos. Creche 

mothers are employed to look after these children. 
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development of the children both the State and 

attempts but the rural scenario has not been 
district is concerned, most of the 

nutrition care & health 
care support. As a result of that, paradigm shift in approaches has been 

Govt. organizations have been to coming forward to bring 
round development of the children. In the district of Malda most of the 

women of backward classes and vulnerable section are engaged in wage earning 
jobs who are hardly able to give time for proper nourishment of their children 
as well as for proper growth and development of their children. There are to 

relatives for the same. It is the NGO 
care of these children 

education, nutrition care and development. During the 
name of Creche programme activities 

dominated in our 
 earning bread 

5 years at home and these 
numbers of school drop-out are 

by day. Considering this painful condition our organization 
Welfare Board Govt. of India has initiated since its 

children to provide nutrition’s and 
have been conducting by 

Society in its project zones and 50 nos. children of under 
primary education in those Creche Centre. 

Prior to holding camp social workers visited three villages and organized focus 
discussion which helped immensely to generate interest to attend the 

Besides 4 nos. Creche 



 

 
 

Construction of Vermicompost Pit
This is worth mentioning that there are a large number of farmers belonging to 
ST communities who are involved with 
overwhelmingly the main source of the livelihood. 90% of the families depend 
on cultivation or wage labourers. The average family income per year is Rs. 
8000/- to 10000/- whereas the average number of family members is six. As 
there is no irrigation facility the agriculture is mono
rainwater, which is not available more than 3 to 4 months in a year. Rest of the 
Year they depend on the day labourers, which is hardly possible to meet a 
square meal. The socio-economic condition of the ST community in our working 
area is very grim and widespread. They are worst victims of all social atrocities. 
We have experienced working in this area that ST communities people are of 
excellent enterprising skill and they are di
capital for developing income generating activities they can become 
economically self-reliant and regain their lost identity. So our organization has 
been completed a project on “Construction of 10 nos. vermicompost pi
Employment Generation Programme (EDP) on Vermicompost theme” for the 10 
nos. ST communities’ farmer under Bamongola Block.
 
In this regards a 7 days Employment Genration Programme/Training 
compost & bio-fertilizer was conducted by our 
ST communities’ people under our area of operation
from Department of Science & Technology
programme the organization 
individually at their household. As a result of that all 
decomposing in this pits and which will make bio
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Construction of Vermicompost Pit 
This is worth mentioning that there are a large number of farmers belonging to 
ST communities who are involved with cultivation. Agriculture is 
overwhelmingly the main source of the livelihood. 90% of the families depend 
on cultivation or wage labourers. The average family income per year is Rs. 

whereas the average number of family members is six. As 
here is no irrigation facility the agriculture is mono-cropped. It depends on 

rainwater, which is not available more than 3 to 4 months in a year. Rest of the 
Year they depend on the day labourers, which is hardly possible to meet a 

economic condition of the ST community in our working 
area is very grim and widespread. They are worst victims of all social atrocities. 
We have experienced working in this area that ST communities people are of 
excellent enterprising skill and they are diligent too. If they are provided with 
capital for developing income generating activities they can become 

reliant and regain their lost identity. So our organization has 
been completed a project on “Construction of 10 nos. vermicompost pi
Employment Generation Programme (EDP) on Vermicompost theme” for the 10 
nos. ST communities’ farmer under Bamongola Block. 

In this regards a 7 days Employment Genration Programme/Training 
was conducted by our organization with 10 nos. rural 

ST communities’ people under our area of operation from the active support 
from Department of Science & Technology. After completion of the training 
programme the organization has constructed pakka PIT to selected beneficiar
individually at their household. As a result of that all the muck of house are 

in this pits and which will make bio-fertilizer for their lands.
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cultivation. Agriculture is 

overwhelmingly the main source of the livelihood. 90% of the families depend 
on cultivation or wage labourers. The average family income per year is Rs. 

whereas the average number of family members is six. As 
cropped. It depends on 

rainwater, which is not available more than 3 to 4 months in a year. Rest of the 
Year they depend on the day labourers, which is hardly possible to meet a 

economic condition of the ST community in our working 
area is very grim and widespread. They are worst victims of all social atrocities. 
We have experienced working in this area that ST communities people are of 

ligent too. If they are provided with 
capital for developing income generating activities they can become 

reliant and regain their lost identity. So our organization has 
been completed a project on “Construction of 10 nos. vermicompost pit through 
Employment Generation Programme (EDP) on Vermicompost theme” for the 10 

In this regards a 7 days Employment Genration Programme/Training on vermin 
organization with 10 nos. rural 

from the active support 
. After completion of the training 

has constructed pakka PIT to selected beneficiaries 
muck of house are 

fertilizer for their lands. 



 

 
Promotion of Game & Sports
Sports and games are very important for us. They keep us 
a change from the monotony of daily life. It is a useful means of entertainment and 
physical activity. Sports and games help in character building. They give us energy and 
strength. Sports and games are means of mental and ph
come to learn many things. We learn how to maintain mental balance in the midst of 
hopes and despair. They make us learn how to tackle the difficult situation. Sports 
develop a sense of friendliness. They develop in us team 
mental and physical toughness. They shape our body and make it strong and active. 
They give us energy and strength. They remove tiredness and lethargy. They improve 
blood circulation. This improves our physical well
 
Sports and games improve our capability. They improve our efficiency. Either study or 
work alone makes us exhaust. We remain no longer efficient to do any work. Sports 
remove our mental exhaustion. Sports are integral part of education. Education without 
sports is incomplete. Keeping their value in life, children are taught some sorts of 
games in the very early stage in school. These days’ sports are a part of academic 
curricula. Sports are particularly important for the youth. They help in their physical 
and mental growth. They contribute in the formation of character. They inculcate in 
them good values. It is therefore, sports competition is held at school and college 
levels. The students who perform well in this competition are promoted to play at the 
national and international level. Thus sports help in career growth also.
 
Sports and games give us opportunity to grow in life. These days’ sports have been 
commercialized. They have become a good means of earning. The sports person who 
does well in sports is showered with name, fame and wealth. He becomes a hero 
overnight. Sports have great potential to offer career opportunities.
Maheshpur Welfare Society has been organized different game & sports programme for 
youths & SHGs women in deferen
organization also manage a no. 2 nos. knock
So, the organization should take them very seriously from the very early age of our life. 
Sports are good means of earn
sports have great value in life. Sports facilities are being developed in rural and semi
urban areas. There are playgrounds in villages. Sports infrastructure are being 
developed everywhere so as to pr
doing well in promotion of sports.

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws

Sports 
Sports and games are very important for us. They keep us healthy and fit. They offer us 
a change from the monotony of daily life. It is a useful means of entertainment and 
physical activity. Sports and games help in character building. They give us energy and 

Sports and games are means of mental and physical growth. During sports we 
come to learn many things. We learn how to maintain mental balance in the midst of 
hopes and despair. They make us learn how to tackle the difficult situation. Sports 
develop a sense of friendliness. They develop in us team spirit. They help in developing 
mental and physical toughness. They shape our body and make it strong and active. 
They give us energy and strength. They remove tiredness and lethargy. They improve 
blood circulation. This improves our physical well-being. 

Sports and games improve our capability. They improve our efficiency. Either study or 
work alone makes us exhaust. We remain no longer efficient to do any work. Sports 
remove our mental exhaustion. Sports are integral part of education. Education without 
ports is incomplete. Keeping their value in life, children are taught some sorts of 

games in the very early stage in school. These days’ sports are a part of academic 
Sports are particularly important for the youth. They help in their physical 

nd mental growth. They contribute in the formation of character. They inculcate in 
them good values. It is therefore, sports competition is held at school and college 
levels. The students who perform well in this competition are promoted to play at the 

ional and international level. Thus sports help in career growth also. 

Sports and games give us opportunity to grow in life. These days’ sports have been 
commercialized. They have become a good means of earning. The sports person who 

s showered with name, fame and wealth. He becomes a hero 
overnight. Sports have great potential to offer career opportunities. 
Maheshpur Welfare Society has been organized different game & sports programme for 
youths & SHGs women in deferent places around the Malda District, as well as the 
organization also manage a no. 2 nos. knock-out T20 cricket tournament

should take them very seriously from the very early age of our life. 
Sports are good means of earnings. Sports offer opportunity to prove talents.
sports have great value in life. Sports facilities are being developed in rural and semi
urban areas. There are playgrounds in villages. Sports infrastructure are being 
developed everywhere so as to promote them. Various sport organizations are also 
doing well in promotion of sports. 
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Sports and games give us opportunity to grow in life. These days’ sports have been 
commercialized. They have become a good means of earning. The sports person who 

s showered with name, fame and wealth. He becomes a hero 
 In this regards 

Maheshpur Welfare Society has been organized different game & sports programme for 
t places around the Malda District, as well as the 

out T20 cricket tournament in two blocks. 
should take them very seriously from the very early age of our life. 

ings. Sports offer opportunity to prove talents. Thus, 
sports have great value in life. Sports facilities are being developed in rural and semi-
urban areas. There are playgrounds in villages. Sports infrastructure are being 

omote them. Various sport organizations are also 



 

Multi gym 
A multi-gym is a home fitness system that has multiple components designed to 
perform a wide range of exercises. Some prefer using a 
at public gym because of the convenience it offers; it may also result in cost savings 
when compared to the cost of 
resistance training, but some systems may include additional components for 
cardiovascular exercise. The majority of 
lifting equipment. Most systems will consist of a 
quadriceps and calf muscles in addition to lat, tricep and grip bars for toning the 
arms and upper body. The gym
fitness center, so the weight-
with heavier or lighter weights. 
 
A multi-gym may also come with several 
feature allows for the bench to be removed from the system structure. Once the 
bench has been removed, it may be converted into a standard weight
that requires free weight dumbbells. Some 
piece of cardio equipment, such as a spinner for cycling or steps for stair stepping. 
If cardio equipment is not included in the system, some man
special orders to include it as part of the system. Including a cardio component may 
significantly increase the price of the 
convenience of consistent home workouts, there are certain drawback
A multi-gym may be quite expensive, even at its base price. It should be determined 
if one will realistically use the 
 
In the basis of above mentioned discussion, our organization has come forward a 
noble health fitness concept to unhealthy people in our project 
general also got gym facilities in free of cost. Without the financial
department of youths & sports govt. of W/B the said project has not been fulfilled. 
Besides, the department has provided us machinery equipments for gymnasium 
development so the unhealthy people were getting fitness training in free of cost.

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws

is a home fitness system that has multiple components designed to 
perform a wide range of exercises. Some prefer using a multi-gym over working out 

convenience it offers; it may also result in cost savings 
when compared to the cost of gym memberships. Most multi-gyms are designed for 

, but some systems may include additional components for 
The majority of multi-gyms will typically include weight

stems will consist of a leg press bench for working the 
quadriceps and calf muscles in addition to lat, tricep and grip bars for toning the 

gym will usually have a pulley system designed into the 
-lifting and resistance mechanisms may be adjusted 

with heavier or lighter weights.  

may also come with several free weights and a detachable bench. This 
feature allows for the bench to be removed from the system structure. Once the 
bench has been removed, it may be converted into a standard weight
that requires free weight dumbbells. Some multi-gyms may come with an attached 

, such as a spinner for cycling or steps for stair stepping. 
If cardio equipment is not included in the system, some manufacturers will allow 
special orders to include it as part of the system. Including a cardio component may 
significantly increase the price of the multi-gym. While multi-gyms may offer the 
convenience of consistent home workouts, there are certain drawback

may be quite expensive, even at its base price. It should be determined 
if one will realistically use the multi-gym as much or more than a gym membership

In the basis of above mentioned discussion, our organization has come forward a 
noble health fitness concept to unhealthy people in our project area; the people in 
general also got gym facilities in free of cost. Without the financial
department of youths & sports govt. of W/B the said project has not been fulfilled. 
Besides, the department has provided us machinery equipments for gymnasium 
development so the unhealthy people were getting fitness training in free of cost.
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is a home fitness system that has multiple components designed to 
over working out 

convenience it offers; it may also result in cost savings 
gyms are designed for 

, but some systems may include additional components for 
gyms will typically include weight-

bench for working the 
quadriceps and calf muscles in addition to lat, tricep and grip bars for toning the 
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lifting and resistance mechanisms may be adjusted 

and a detachable bench. This 
feature allows for the bench to be removed from the system structure. Once the 
bench has been removed, it may be converted into a standard weight-lifting bench 

me with an attached 
, such as a spinner for cycling or steps for stair stepping. 

ufacturers will allow 
special orders to include it as part of the system. Including a cardio component may 

gyms may offer the 
convenience of consistent home workouts, there are certain drawbacks to consider. 

may be quite expensive, even at its base price. It should be determined 
gym membership.  

In the basis of above mentioned discussion, our organization has come forward a 
area; the people in 

general also got gym facilities in free of cost. Without the financial support from 
department of youths & sports govt. of W/B the said project has not been fulfilled. 
Besides, the department has provided us machinery equipments for gymnasium 
development so the unhealthy people were getting fitness training in free of cost. 



 

National Environment Awareness Campaign 
School of Fundamental Research sanctioned a programme i.e. National Environment 
Awareness Campaign for the year 2012
Resource materials and Bio-diversity Regi
bellow in brief…… 
 Workshop x- Maheshpur Welfare Society organized a workshop programme and 
environment awareness camp covering 3 villages under bamangola block in malda district. 
The awareness generation camp elicited worm from the villagers. The awareness camp was 
participated by rural men & women, member of SHGs, teachers, panchayat members & 
social workers of our organization. The discussion at the workshop highlighted issues 
related to environment pollution and degradation and factors responsible for the same. It 
me be mentioned in this contents that workshop were interactive in nature prior to holding 
camp social workers visited three villages and organized focus group discussion which 
helped immensely to generate interest to attend the camp. In these meetings the theme of 
discussions was how to keep our environment healthy & hazard free to the living creatures. 
The people of these areas were basically farmers poor and uneducated. So they were awared 
about some factors which are prime reasons to pollute environment, besides we imparted 
them. 
 Resource Materials (through audio
generation on environment total five programme(s) were given by the donor for communit
So that rural people can understand, “WHERE WE ARE”, in terms of nature environment etc. 
Basically programme venue was selected in such a way so that the general people also get 
the theme through watching audio
participants during audio-visual show, because the dramas were given light on the subject 
as well as the community can visualized the future from there He/She will understand. What 
is the next step & in which direction “EARTH” is moving.
 Bio-diversity Register x- In the basis of the sanctioned programme we are successfully 
completed bio-diversity register programme at the premises of the institution, Maheshpur, 
bamangola, malda. The all participants are satisfied about the theme of the pr
they were awared how to prevent environmental pollution & how to save our environment. 
During this one days programme a no. of 120 nos. SHGs member including teachers, 
panchayat prodhan & social workers of our organization are took part in same
Besides local government resources are got positive thinking about our programme. At the 
end of the programme all the selected beneficiaries are jointly promised to keep our society 
clean & clear. 

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws

National Environment Awareness Campaign (NEAC) 
School of Fundamental Research sanctioned a programme i.e. National Environment 
Awareness Campaign for the year 2012-13 through deferent activities such as workshop, 

diversity Register, The details of above programme are given 

Maheshpur Welfare Society organized a workshop programme and 
environment awareness camp covering 3 villages under bamangola block in malda district. 

p elicited worm from the villagers. The awareness camp was 
participated by rural men & women, member of SHGs, teachers, panchayat members & 
social workers of our organization. The discussion at the workshop highlighted issues 

on and degradation and factors responsible for the same. It 
me be mentioned in this contents that workshop were interactive in nature prior to holding 
camp social workers visited three villages and organized focus group discussion which 

generate interest to attend the camp. In these meetings the theme of 
discussions was how to keep our environment healthy & hazard free to the living creatures. 
The people of these areas were basically farmers poor and uneducated. So they were awared 

some factors which are prime reasons to pollute environment, besides we imparted 

Resource Materials (through audio-visual show) x- With regards to the awareness 
generation on environment total five programme(s) were given by the donor for communit
So that rural people can understand, “WHERE WE ARE”, in terms of nature environment etc. 
Basically programme venue was selected in such a way so that the general people also get 
the theme through watching audio-visual show & drama. It was a great pleasu

visual show, because the dramas were given light on the subject 
as well as the community can visualized the future from there He/She will understand. What 
is the next step & in which direction “EARTH” is moving. 

In the basis of the sanctioned programme we are successfully 
diversity register programme at the premises of the institution, Maheshpur, 

bamangola, malda. The all participants are satisfied about the theme of the pr
they were awared how to prevent environmental pollution & how to save our environment. 
During this one days programme a no. of 120 nos. SHGs member including teachers, 
panchayat prodhan & social workers of our organization are took part in same
Besides local government resources are got positive thinking about our programme. At the 
end of the programme all the selected beneficiaries are jointly promised to keep our society 
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13 through deferent activities such as workshop, 
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Maheshpur Welfare Society organized a workshop programme and 
environment awareness camp covering 3 villages under bamangola block in malda district. 

p elicited worm from the villagers. The awareness camp was 
participated by rural men & women, member of SHGs, teachers, panchayat members & 
social workers of our organization. The discussion at the workshop highlighted issues 

on and degradation and factors responsible for the same. It 
me be mentioned in this contents that workshop were interactive in nature prior to holding 
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generate interest to attend the camp. In these meetings the theme of 
discussions was how to keep our environment healthy & hazard free to the living creatures. 
The people of these areas were basically farmers poor and uneducated. So they were awared 

some factors which are prime reasons to pollute environment, besides we imparted 

With regards to the awareness 
generation on environment total five programme(s) were given by the donor for community. 
So that rural people can understand, “WHERE WE ARE”, in terms of nature environment etc. 
Basically programme venue was selected in such a way so that the general people also get 

visual show & drama. It was a great pleasure among the 
visual show, because the dramas were given light on the subject 

as well as the community can visualized the future from there He/She will understand. What 

In the basis of the sanctioned programme we are successfully 
diversity register programme at the premises of the institution, Maheshpur, 

bamangola, malda. The all participants are satisfied about the theme of the programme and 
they were awared how to prevent environmental pollution & how to save our environment. 
During this one days programme a no. of 120 nos. SHGs member including teachers, 
panchayat prodhan & social workers of our organization are took part in same platform. 
Besides local government resources are got positive thinking about our programme. At the 
end of the programme all the selected beneficiaries are jointly promised to keep our society 



 

Water & Sanitation Survey 
According to the latest estimates of the WHO
Water Supply and Sanitation
billion people – lack improved sanitation facilities, and
use unsafe drinking water sources. 
sanitation services, coupled with poor hygiene practices, kills and sickens 
thousands of children every day, and leads to impoverishment and diminished 
opportunities for thousands more.
many other serious repercussions. Children 
their right to education because
facilities. Women are forced to spend large parts of their day fetching water. 
Poor farmers and wage earners are less productive due to illness, health systems 
are overwhelmed and national economies suffer. Without WASH (water, 
sanitation and hygiene), sustainable development is impossible. 
MWS works (Water & Sanitation Survey) in more tha
the Malda District to improve water supplies and sanitation facilities in schools 
and communities, and to promote safe hygiene practices. We sponsor a wide 
range of activities and work with many partners, including families, 
communities, governments and like
provide urgent relief to communities and nations threatened by disrupted water 
supplies and disease. All MWS survey 
the Millennium Development Go
the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe water and basic 
sanitation. 

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws

est estimates of the WHO Joint Monitoring Programme for 
ater Supply and Sanitation, 36% per cent of the world’s population 

lack improved sanitation facilities, and 768 million people still 
use unsafe drinking water sources. Inadequate access to safe water and 
sanitation services, coupled with poor hygiene practices, kills and sickens 
thousands of children every day, and leads to impoverishment and diminished 
opportunities for thousands more. Poor sanitation, water and hygiene
many other serious repercussions. Children – and particularly girls 
their right to education because their schools lack private and decent sanitation 
facilities. Women are forced to spend large parts of their day fetching water. 

mers and wage earners are less productive due to illness, health systems 
are overwhelmed and national economies suffer. Without WASH (water, 
sanitation and hygiene), sustainable development is impossible.   
MWS works (Water & Sanitation Survey) in more than 20 gram panchayat

to improve water supplies and sanitation facilities in schools 
and communities, and to promote safe hygiene practices. We sponsor a wide 
range of activities and work with many partners, including families, 

unities, governments and like-minded organizations. In emergencies we 
provide urgent relief to communities and nations threatened by disrupted water 

MWS survey programmes are designed to contribute to 
the Millennium Development Goal for water and sanitation: to halve, by 2015, 
the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe water and basic 
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TRAINING PROGRESSIVE
It needs no mention that in our country specially the rural women are in the 
quagmire of darkness. We belief that, integrated development of a country is not 
possible if women lag behind from main stream of our social life. Considering 
the overall situation of women we have imparted various vocational training 
from the active support from various funding agencies with a noble mission to 
make their a productive part of society.
given bellow briefly…. 

A) REDP on Beautician Training :
large number of women or girls belonging to backward classes and also they 
were unemployed & frustrated. We have noticed while working in the area that, 
these women or girls become independent and support the famil
imparted with the “Beautician Training” Course. So the proposed project has 
been developed on the basis of genuine need of the area. In this condition we 
are recently start the training with 20 nos. selected women under our area of 
operation. We do hope after completion of the training the 
be able to support their livelihood.

B) REDP on Handmade Paperbag Making Training :
in our area of operation approx 99% of the total population are used c
shopping bag and paperbag in their day life. So we have visualized that, a no. of 
20 nos. women will be imparted this training and expert to make the paper bag 
and supply it to the local market. As a result of that the income level of these 
beneficiaries will be increased to great extend. 

  For more details info visit us to – www.mws
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It needs no mention that in our country specially the rural women are in the 

lief that, integrated development of a country is not 
possible if women lag behind from main stream of our social life. Considering 
the overall situation of women we have imparted various vocational training 

rt from various funding agencies with a noble mission to 
make their a productive part of society. The details of training conduct by us are 
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C) Sort Term Vocational Training (STVT) on G
This is worth mentioning that unemployment situation is a burning problem 
over the Country but the situation is grim and wide spread as far as our working 
area is concerned. There are a large number of unemployed women’s in our area 
without any employment and passing the days with frustration. We have 
surveyed the backward area an identified the need to be addressed to get rid of 
unemployment. We have made a plan in consultation with the poor women’s of 
backward villages that “Garments Making & Dress Making
programme can be an excellent source of income generating activities. The 
Garments Production is done on the order placed by some fashion designing 
house and also local market and individual persons. It is important to mention 
that the “garments Design & Dress Making” has excellent marketability in India 
and abroad. So the project has been designed considering the genuine need of 
the women’s in our working area. We believe that after receiving training a 
trained person can earn Rs. 3000 to 4000
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and abroad. So the project has been designed considering the genuine need of 
the women’s in our working area. We believe that after receiving training a 
trained person can earn Rs. 3000 to 4000 on an average every month.    
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D) Vermicompost Training cum production centre for ST communities people
The utility of Earth worms in farming has been known for centuries. These lowly 
creatures are vital for the health of soil and the plants going on 
have established that these beneficial effect is because earthworm eat up 
vegetable matter, soil etc. and excrete pellets of finely ground soil very rich in 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium which are essential nutrient of plants 
process, they also upturn the soil thus providing much needed air to micro 
organism at the root of the plant. They thus is speed up decomposition of 
vegetable matters and generate conditions conducive for all kinds of small 
animals and plants, life to flourish in th
help in maintaining water balance and other comical level in the soil. Due to 
these properties, earthworm can be used as rich manure for agriculture. So our 
organization developed a plan to impart EDP training to 10 nos
people and set up 10 nos. vermicompost pit at their hosehold. After completion 
of the project the user of Vermi Compost affirms that regular and sustained 
used of vermin compost, as part of an organic farming package, leads to good 
yields, enhanced soil fertility and regeneration of soil micro
its incumbent benefits. Advantages of vermin compost can be summarized as 
follows…. 

 Eliminates or minimize need for chemical fertilizers, makes the soil 
healthy with high NPK conten

 Agriculture and kitchen wastes are put to good use.
 Can be done at a smaller scale and at a faster rate than other methods of 

composting. 
 Reduce expenses or external inputs.
 Can be done for commercial purpose as well 
 Surplus earthworms can be converted into good livestock feed
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Eliminates or minimize need for chemical fertilizers, makes the soil 
healthy with high NPK content and yields crops of better quality.
Agriculture and kitchen wastes are put to good use. 
Can be done at a smaller scale and at a faster rate than other methods of 

Reduce expenses or external inputs. 
Can be done for commercial purpose as well as for on one’s own firm.
Surplus earthworms can be converted into good livestock feed
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OTHER SOCIAL PROGRESSIVE PROGRAMME 
 
 Pulse Polio Immunization programme:-To wipe out the menace of polio from 
the country government has taken as initiative to administer pulse polio to the 
children from 0-5 years of age. We on behalf our organization extend support to 
the government health stuffs for successful administration of pulse polio and 
the same time we organize polio awareness camp to motivate the women about 
the importance polio for their children. 
 
 Observation of Notable Days:-We on behalf of our organization observe 
various national and international red, Letter days like previous years with 
active participation and co-operation of rural children. Community people and 
our students such as. 
 
 Independence Day:-Independence day is observe on 15th August National flag 
hoisting by the local panchayet prodhan and the member of Malda Zilla Parishad 
graced the programme and at the end of programme a grand feast is the part of 
the observation of the day many distinguished persons, teachers and students 
were taken part in the programme. 
 
 Annual sports:- Integrated development of a child depend on his/her physical 
and mental development. We ensure physical development. We organized 
Annual Sports every year at the premises of our organization. The Children in 
the community participate the sports which include events like run, high jump, 
long jump, sack race, intelligent test, go as you like etc. 
 
 

======= X ======= 
THE END 

                       
 
 


